
Feb 24, 2014  

Motion was made to start meeting 7:15 

7 in attendance~ Paul, Jared, Jim, Tony, Mike, Jamie & Cori 

Jim reported a balance of $807.08 in the GLL account.  This is the balance after insurance and Big Al’s 

Clinic was paid for.  

Paul mention leagues in New York are putting together secondary league for 11 & 12 year old. Might be 

something we can participate in, in the future.  

Reminder, next month’s meeting will be held on March 24 

New Business: 

“Preventative Maintenance” Paul brought to our attention that we need to be sure we clean up all fields 

after the season is over.  Batting Cage was left up in Huntington, Signs on the fence were left up and 

were ruined by the weather.  We will make rounds to all the fields before winter.  Clean up date TBD. 

We would like to try and get at least 4 sponsor for the Majors team so that we can get new shirts this 

year.  Rapids would like to sponsor a team. We need to work on getting more. 

Jim received a sponsor letter from Westfield Lacrosse and brought it to the board to see about doing the 

same thing for our Little League.  Jared working on this sponsor letter with hopes of sending to 

surrounding business.   

***Important***Continue to brain storm idea that should be added to the handouts that will be given 

to Parents and Coaches.  There is also a hand out for Regular Season Rules.  (Example handouts were 

given out by Paul last November) We would like to vote on these next meeting. 

Group Practice: Major Coaches to work with Minor Coaches and teams on how to run a practice.  Paul 

and Jim will work with T-Ball Coaches. 

Paul and Jim have proposed to alternate umping for the Majors Games on Saturday’s.   

April 7 is the tentative date for MANDATORY Coaches and Manager’s meeting. 

May 17 is Chester on Track.  Hoping to try and get a few kids from each level to represent GLL. 

Cori to put ad in Country Journal for sign-up.  Reminder that March 21 is the dead line.  Cori will also 

contact the country journal about April 12 placements.  

Old Business: 

Jared & Cori working on flyers to be sent again in red folders before February Vacation. We were unable 

to get the approval from school before vacation.  They will be in the red folder the week of March 3. 

Going to check with John Crane at the Blandford Ski club on possibly setting up a table for a day for sign 

ups.   

Big Al’s Coaching Clinic will be held in Northampton on April 13, 2014.  All coaches need to attend. ~Jack 

is going to notify all coaches of the clinic. 



MEETING DATE CHANGE.  February’s meeting will be held on the 24 and March 24.   

Paul going to try and reach out to some people about possibly setting up our own clinic. Continuing to 

work on 

Jack spoke about a few complains/problems from parent/coaches that came up during Fall Ball. 

Maintaining fields, season to long, lack of Umpire and money to pay them.  Ground rules for Fall Ball.  

Need to advertise sooner.   

Motion was made to adjourn, 9:10 


